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The BOOM BAP PUPZ are a group five
dogs sent from the planet Nuburuff to
Earth on a mission to find the next
generation of kids to save the world
through Hip Hop.

FORMAT

11min., 2D animation
Comedy/Educational

GENRE

Ages 3-11

ABOUT
Sent down to earth by the Master Blaster Mzee, these Pupz must
search and find “The Five True Elements”, sets of kids spread
throughout the world, each processing an “element” of Hip Hop (BBoying, Emceeing, Deejaying, Graffiti, Beatboxing) who will restore the
art form back to its truest essence, but in present day these kids
aren’t anything close to being cool.

During each episode, BOOM BAP PUPZ (BBP) will deal with an issue/problem commonly
faced by young children around the world, ranging from anxiety, first loves, and hygiene to
more serious themes (though toned down for younger children) including vandalism,
smoking, bullying, drug use, gang violence and abuse (physical and emotional).

ABOUT
The show features an educational lesson in some
episodes, emphasized by the Pups, but sometimes
interacting with the main “Guest Artist”, who can be
drawn into the episode.

BIGGIE SMALLS
In addition, at the end of each ep, the BBP typically gather at their spaceship,
turned corner Bodega, which houses their music studio, dormitory and
intergalactic transporter, which allows the Pupz to travel anywhere throughout
the galaxy and throughout time. This allows them to witness historic Hip Hop
events and see some of their Hip Hop Heroes living or dead.

TUPAC

THE HISTORY
BRIDGE

The other more important
mission the Pupz have been
given is to find the
MISSING ELEMENT OF HIP HOP…

KNOWLEDGE
Maybe if they find KNOWLEDGE
they can restore HIP HOP on
Earth and save Nuburuff.

While searching for this
mythical element the Pupz
stumble and meet some
their heroes they have
admired but never
physically met.
These are some of Hip
Hop’s old school pioneers
and current superstars who
the Pupz seek out to help
them find KNOWLEDGE.

Meet the BOOM BAP PUPZ
The BOOM BAP PUPZ are a funny and creative group that
when assembled do amazing things with music while
helping kids through things.

BABY BASH
HIP HOP ELEMENT:

EMCEEING

Baby Bash is the leader of the group and a
superior wordsmith. He is a phenomenal reader
and speller.
He is serious when it comes to saving his home
planet and sometimes this gets in the way of
helping others.
OBSTACLE: Arrogance

Shorty
DOO WOP
HIP HOP ELEMENT:

DEEJAYING

Small, but tough as nails Shorty is the muscle of the
group and a tremendous DJ on the turntables.
She sets the beats and rhythms for the BBP keeping all
sort of musical doo dads and instruments in her back
pack. Shorty makes sure the group is always on task
and time.
OBSTACLE: Confidence

BONGO
HIP HOP ELEMENT:

BEATBOXING

Bongo is the brains of this group. He often helps
Shorty with beats, be can also create extraordinary
beats and sounds with is mouth.
Bongo also pilots their ship and operates the teams
Transformer Transporter.
OBSTACLE: Concentration

CHIP
HIP HOP ELEMENT:

B-BOYING

Chip is the funny Pup of the group. He can dance and
contort his body into all sorts of weird positions and
poses. Though he primarily is the dancing and
fashion guru. He also can hold his own on the mic as
a emcee.
He cooks for the Pupz and also keeps the Bodega
clean and spotless.
OBSTACLE: Anger

TINK
HIP HOP ELEMENT:

GRAFFITI

Tink is the heart and soul of the group is has an incredible power
of interpolating people thoughts into art.
She has the power to make places beautiful through street art.

OBSTACLE: Dyslexia

The Pupz meet kids from all over the
world, each will one day be integral
to the future of Hip Hop. They help
and instill in them positive lessons
taught through the power of Hip Hop.
Always meeting kids where they are.

What
They
Do.
Chip helps Anna, who
suffers from low self
esteem, learn
something new.

Where
They
Chill.
In order to blend in, the Pupz
Spaceship “The Cypher” disguised
itself as a three story corner Bodega.
The Basement - their studio, upper
floors - the bodega and hangouts,
but the rooftop hold their
intergalactic transport which gets
them anywhere on Earth in seconds.

Whee

B.B.P. Headquarters

Owning a corner Bodega is not only a good cover for the Pupz, It gives them unlimited
access to their favorite food…NYC Chop Cheese Sandwiches.

What
They
Eat.

Bash and the
crew finally get
to taste one of
NYC’s most
underground of
foods.

Meet the VOICES

The BOOM BAP PUPZ have some amazing voices. Here are
a few names we want bring them to life.

SHORTY
BABY BASH

TINK

CHIP

BONGO

SKAI JACKSON
ISSAC RYAN
BROWN

PHONTE of
Little Brother

STORM REID
ISAIAH RUSSELL
BAILEY

Meet the HOST
This show is a great opportunity to showcase Hip Hop royalty who not only
shaped, framed and created a true American Art form, but also help
galvanize the culture and preserve its true essence. The powerful essence
of Hip Hop can help young kids and meet them where they are
educationally or socially.
The show can have a main hosts or a guest show each episode. Either way celebrity Hip
Hop artists can either voice a character or sit in as the episodes end tag to rap up the
story/lesson. Below are a few options.

LL Cool J

Chance The Rapper

Sawettie

Tyler The Creator
GHOSTFACE as Chérchez la Ghost

ABOUT THE MUSIC
This show will have incredible music, which is one of the main drivers of the
lessons and special performances at the end of each epsiodes.
Some of hip hops top producers and wordsmiths will help craft the sound
and texture for songs and score. Blending old school hip hop and breakbeats
with modern technology and subset hip hop such as Drill, Mumble and
Boom Bap.

DJ Mustard

DJ Premier

DJ Red Alert

1500 or Nothin’

Season One
Each Episode will consist of two stories. The real life host will set up
the story and situation before the episode begins and may come back
to tag the lesson.

Episodes Breakdowns:
Part 1: BAD BILLY BOOM BAP PUPZ help their first earth friend Julien deal with Bad Billy the Bully at school. Billy
is always careful to be on his best behavior whenever he is around adults. It takes a while, but the BBP is able to
reveal Billy’s true character. After Julien and HHM confronts him, Billy promises not to bully the them again. By
the end BBP creates a “KNOW WHO YOU ARE” hip hop rap, which gives Julien the confidence to stand up against
bullies.
Part 2: EASY AS 1-2-3 Molly is having a very hard time learning her numbers, mostly because she is embarrassed
to wear her thick glasses inside the class for fear of being picked on. She misses a lot of the lessons. Her mom
informs her if she can’t count to ten by the end of the weekend, she will have to skip the Super Duper Funtime
Carnival to finish studying. The BBP returns to their spaceship and makes a song that will help Molly learn her
numbers and to be confident when ever she has to wear her glasses.

Episodes Breakdown:
Can’t Keep Running Away: Luca decides to run away from home when his parents divorce and make him
decide which parent he wants to live with. The Pupz find him packing and show him what dangerous lay ahead if
he keeps running away from things.
The Words That I Manifest Anna is having a hard time learning to write. Every time she spells a word the letter
come out jumbled. Tink helps her by telling her a story of how she overcame dyslexia and teaches her a few tricks
to help her along the way.
The Illmatic Brainic Theo, the next door friend becomes an ally to the Pupz when they exchange teaching him
about fashion and style in order to get the attention of a girl he likes school, while Theo teaches the Pupz all about
the history of the Bronx and where hip-hop was started.
Mr. Big Stuff Myron, Theo‘s best friend, gets his big brother Super Nice sneakers stolen from him on the train, a
bad boy sees this and offers him a way to get money by running a box across town. Not knowing the box had
drugs in it the Pupz find Myron an intervene. They help the boy turn the drugs over to the cops and help Myron
raise money to replace the shoes by performing on the train.
Brand Nubian Charlotte is having a hard time with her parents, mostly because she has a new baby brother. She
feels left out and alone. Thinking the baby is the reason, she finds herself on punishment for doing bad things.
The Pupz help her realize having a baby brother is really cool and will be a lifelong friend of hers as time goes by

Episode Breakdown:
Fakin’ The Funk: Jacobi, has a class assignment to write about his father, which he’s never met before, but
instead of telling the truth he makes up wild exaggerated stories that his teacher knows are falsehoods. The
Pupz encouraged him to write about all the men he does know and that love him and that our his father figures.
Return To Shoalin: Blast Master MZee sends the Pupz on a serious mention to the Land of Shaolin. They are
there to find the infamous Ghostface. Girls faces seem to run out of rhymes and ideas for new songs. The Pupz
help go space with his riders block and performed at the community block party.
West West Y’all: Boxy and Cacy don’t get along at all, but if Boxy wants to go to Billy Barnes’ bar mitzvah she hast
to make sure her sister Cacy is ready and pass her math test, but Cacy is very stubborn and unruly. The Pupz help
Boxy with a song that will help Kasey learn her 123’s.
All About That Bass: The Pupz travel to Miami, they have never seen a beach in their lives. They help a young boy
who suffers from stage fright, though he is a awesome bedroom emcee he freezes in front of a crowds. He needs
to win money to help his mom pay rent. Bash and Chip help him get over his fears by sharing with him the bigger
picture.
Wankster Gangster Demetri keeps getting taken advantage of by a friend who takes, but never gives. This makes
him very sad. The Pupz help him when they devise a plan to give the “wankster” a taste of his own medicine. The
Pupz teach Demetri the true value of a real friend.

Episodes Breakdown:
Bet’cha Can’t Do It Like Me: Tink and Shorty bring a new friend into the bodega. To the Pupz surprise she is
better at all the boys in “ boy stuff“, but when she challenges Bash to a chop cheese bake off, the guys learn girls
can do both “girly things“ and “boy things“.
Steppin’ To The A.M.: John is doing terrible in school and sports mostly because he is always super fatigued from
staying up all night playing video games. The Pupz teach him how to balance his life outside the computer screen.
My Mic Sounds Nice Check One: Corey try to become “Insta famous“ by posting harmful things in order to get
clicks and earn money. The Pupz help her create clean videos true to her character and her self. They remind her
that things posted online last forever and even transmit to other planets.
Sedgwick & Cedar: The Blast Master MZee sends the Pupz to the corner of Sedgwick and Cedar. This corner back
in the 1970s is known for hosting some of the first hip-hop house parties. They run into a Super from that
building that gives him a great lesson in hip-hop history. He also takes them by the house of one of the
Godfather’s of hip-hop, DJ cool Herc.

About the creator
DBAPTISTE is a writer/director from Compton, CA. who served
as founder and creative director at Designskilz for 15 years
helming over 35 commercials (Acura, NBC, Coca Cola). As an
award winning indie producer (Matchups, A Night In Compton),
Mr. Baptiste has wrote and directed shorts, virals, and projects,
most recently the critically acclaimed series Comedians and
Cocktails. A Story Lab and quarter finalist (2013 Final Draft Big
Break) for his family comedy Say Hello To Ms. Buttercup
Adams, Mr. Baptiste is currently working on several film
projects in various stages of development.
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